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Learn Hindi at OSLS language camps

OnSite Language Services, an immersion language learning program, helps English/Spanish speaking
people to learn Hindi/Urdu and other Indian languages. Its motto is “Immerse to Converse”, because
immersion is the best way to learn a new language.

June 6, 2008 - PRLog -- OSLS, an onsite language services company, has language camps for the month of
August in Delhi. Do not mistake this for language school; rather this is an intense language immersion
camp which runs from 11-Aug 08 to 14-Aug 08. 

OSLS teaches languages in 3 stages (Stage 1, 2, and 3). 
If you were someone who wanted to learn Hindi, you would first start in stage 1. After stage one is
completed, you would then move on to stage2 and so on. At the Delhi camp in August, stages 1 and 2 will
be taught. Stage 1 will be taught from 9:00 am - 12:30 pm, and Stage 2 from 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm.

OSLS Camps equip you for each stage of the language learning process. Our experienced language
consultants give clients face-to-face instruction on the learning methods and resources of the OSLS
program. By the end of the camp you will be equipped with tools and methodology to help you succeed in
learning to speak proficient Hindi or Urdu. The topics at Camp include: Language learning techniques, Key
tools and resources, How you can stay motivated, Personal learning styles, Balancing weekly time
commitments for maximum learning, Working with local language helpers, Personal study sessions, Time
in the community using language you are learning, and Leisure activities which involve Hindi or Urdu.
OSLS has developed sets of resources and daily curriculum to suit your needs and capabilities. They are
included when you sign up for a camp. 

OSLS not only helps people learn Hindi, but also learn Urdu, Assamese, Bengali, Bodo, Dogri, Gujarati,
Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, Maithili, Malayalam, Meitei, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit,
Santhali, Sindhi, Tamil, and Telugu. OSLS runs camps for only learning Hindi and Urdu; custom seminars
can be given at the customers location for the other languages mentioned above. Language camps and
custom seminars are both taught by experienced language consultants.
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